
 

 

BIRD adventure at Landsort  

during mid-term leave  

Thursday 31 oct 2019 

 

Welcome to a day trip at Landsort Öja during the autumn holidays, where we go bird 

watching, enjoy the archipelago and learn how to identify birds. 

Cost: SEK 50, paid with Swish 123 539 88 39, (or cash on site). 

Packing: Clothes according to weather (can get cold, windy and rainy). Remember lunch 

bag and afternoon snack. Bird book if you have. 

Start: At 11 am in front of the bird observatory (we meet up at the harbor at 10:30 

where the ferry arrives).  

We start through making our way up to the lighthouse and look for birds moving south. 

We provide a guide as an expert on how to identify birds in flight and from longer 

distances. There will be an emphasis on coastal and sea birds as Landsort is an obvious 

sea–land location at the outskirts of the archipelago. 

We also take a short walk on the island to look for birds. There are different types of 

terrain and we talk about how to identify birds through listening to both song and other 

sounds. We will visit the bird observatory and if the weather permits, we might be able 

to see handheld birds. You don’t need a bird interest to enjoy or join the activity! 

Gunnar Olsson's Photo has lent us 15 binoculars for the activity. (Check out their 

website www.gofoto.se) 

How to get here: You can easily travel to and from Landsort by public transport 

(commuter train, change to bus, ferry last bit). You leave in the morning and will be 

home in time for dinner. The trip takes about 2 hours from Stockholm Central, out of 

which 30 min is ferry. See SL's planner at www.sl.se for details. If you come by car there 

is parking at Ankarudden.  

Sign up at: aktiv@landsort-birds.se 

For questions: ordforande@landsort-birds.se or Håkan Granbohm: 0707-10 04 04. 

 

 

 


